EDITOR
EMERGING AS THE BEST IN THE
PLATFORM, DIGITAL MUSIC MAGAZINE
IS THE DYNAMIC INTEGRATION OF ALL
THE CURRENT HAPPENINGS IN THE
MUSIC INDUSTRY
An avid music lover is always in search of new music.
Be it new pop songs, hip-hop, EDM, soul, jazz, folk,
country, to any other genre, a music enthusiast
browses through the web to spot new music. What if an
online music magazine brings to you all these features
with some add-ons? The esteemed online music
magazine named Daily Music Roll has launched its
latest version titled Digital Music Magazine that
publishes song reviews, artist interviews, music videos,
music events, music festivals, and music blogs, of all
new and aspiring artists from all over the world.
The valued music magazine is a one-stop platform
wherein the music enthusiasts who enjoy listening to
music and know more about the new artists in the
space can easily extract all the latest updates.
Additionally, the magazine believes in fetching great
opportunities for the upcoming artists and those who
are trying to make a career out of it by giving them
valuable spotlight and promotion. From producers, DJs,
record label owners, singers, rappers, club hoppers,
and numerous music fans, the popular music
magazine supports the global music industry. The
magazine generates exclusive reviews and thus
promotes good music through its writing.
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Rihanna has become the richest
female musician in the industry
across the world

There is also a lingerie line named
‘Savage X Fenty’ and the artist
holds 30% of the total stake.
Combining the stake with her
makeup brand and 16 years of a
rocket-fuelled musical career,
Rihanna’s fortune rose to $1.7bn.
She isthe second wealthiest female
entertainer in the world after
Oprah Winfrey who ranking at the
top with a fortune estimated at
$2.7 billion.

Rihanna, the singer who has gifted
listeners some of the greatest tracks
like ‘Diamonds’, ‘Umbrella’, ‘We Found
Love’, etc many others have of cially
become the richest female music artist
in the world.
However, this good fortune is not only
from music but her very own cosmetic
production brand.
She has built this cosmetic empire
with hard work and dedication just like
her proli c musical career.
Her fortune is estimated by Forbes
Magazine and revealed on Wednesday
which is said to be around $1.7 billion
(£1.2bn).
Robyn Fenty, better known as Rihanna
has launched her brand Fenty Beauty
in 2017 and now it has become one of
the raging cosmetic brands in the
market. The motto behind establishing
this business was to make “women
everywhere included” of every body
type and skin color.
The singer has earlier described

make-up and cosmetics as a
“weapon of choice for selfexpression”. While growing up,
she felt the need for a full choice
of products for all varieties of
skin types and tones.
Her brand boasted the availability
of 40 different shades of
foundation which has now
become 50 shades. The brand is
trying to “make skin look like
skin.”

LVMH’s chairman and chief
executive, Bernard Arnault is the
world’s third-richest person with a
fortune of $179 billion. Talking
about Rihanna as a partner,
“Everyone knows Rihanna as a
wonderful singer, but through our
partnership at Fenty Beauty, I
discovered a true entrepreneur, a
real CEO, and a terri c leader.”
Rihanna is not the only celebrity
who made her fortune in the makeup industry as Kylie Jenner is also
hailing in the business.

Her beauty brand is made with a
partnership with French luxury
conglomerate LVMH in 2017. She
owns 50% of the share 100% of
the inspiration of this brand,
Fenty Beauty.
The brand has increased its sales
up to $550m which is a huge leap
and far more than any other
celebrity-endorsed brand. Forbes
Magazine has said that the
company is worth “a conservative
$2.8bn”.
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Lizzo and Cardi B are absolutely slaying through their latest
release 'Rumors'
Lizzo has premiered a brand new
music video for the highly
anticipated track, ‘Rumors’ video.
Featuring Cardi B, both of the
artists launched a new era with
powerful goddess-like
personalities represented through
the video.
Cardi has rocked the whole
arrangement with her beautiful
baby bump and menacing bars
uniting women and empowering
them. The rap queen is blessed
with pregnancy but it could nether
make her go off duty not her
creative ow.
The subject matter is established
with an invigorating essence where
they sarcastically sing and rap
about the rumors about them and
telling that “Let haters do what
they do...all the rumors are true”
while dismantling the whole idea
of gossip, discrimination,

and demeaning.
In the of cial music video, two of the
stars could be seen performing in their
golden goddess-like attires with a
futuristic set that created strong
mythological elements. The animated
artifacts and plus-size sculptures
embrace all kinds of body types. The
video is directed by TanuMuino who did
a great job with rappers and coperformers as well.
Previously, the two collaborators have
been featured in a live video chat that
was streamed before the release of the
of cial music video. The duo hilariously
talked about the rumors regarding them
with ASMR whispers and spicey
conversations. Two of them joking
around was quite to listen to.
Lizzo said that she wrote the song back
in February of this year and she has
been working through all time of this

pandemic. Working from her home
studio, she has been working on
multiple projects and ‘Rumors’ is
one of them.This is one of the
biggest projects of her career since
2019 since her last release ‘Cuz I
Love You’. The album featured
some of the greatest musical hits
of her career like, ‘Good As Hell’,
‘Truth Hurts’, etc which has been
released in 2016 and 2017
respectively. Another track named
‘Juice’ also garnered much
attention.
The tracks ranked well in the top
charts of 2019 and brought many
nominations including the
Grammy.
The artist is already on the quest to
make her next track as she revealed
that she has been joining forces
with producer Mark Ronson. Stay
tuned for more updates on her
upcoming project.
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Upcoming Hip
Hop Artist
and
Videographer
Poeboy K.P.
Forms His
Own Creative
Identity

dreams. An accomplished videographer in the hip hop
lm industry, he is now delivering a captivating
soundscape with songs such as “Fucc A Ticket,” “Am I
The One,” and “Over And Over.”

Q. Do you feel you have a natural emotional
connection with hip hop and rap?

Ans: Yes, I’ve always felt hip hop and rap were a part of
me since I was a child. It helps me relieve stress, anger,
and anxiety all at once.

Q. Were you musically inclined from a very
young age?

Ans: I was musically inclined at the age of 13. My older
brother use to rap with his friends and once I got the
hang of it, I started rapping as well. It became a daily
routine as I rapped in classrooms and the school
hallways in front of my friends.

Q. You started as a videographer. What

in uenced or inspired you to choose that
career path?
Ans: As a kid, I always wanted to see myself on
television. I knew if I was going to make music I needed
visuals to go along with it. I use to make videos using a
Samsung Galaxy phone. Once I earned enough money,
I bought my rst camera. I taught myself how to lm
and also learned a lot from other videographers on
YouTube. I got so good at it and decided to become the
owner of Ice Breaking Films LLC.

Q. Does being a music artist as well as a

videographer come with any advantages?
Ans: Yes, there are so many advantages. I get to record
my own videos at free will. Fans also know me for my
work from both talents.

Q. You are an exemplary gure to young

people who want to make it big on their own.
What is your advice to them?

Upcoming videographer and hip hop music artist

Ans: If you want to make it big, keep pushing for your
dreams and never give up. Always nd ways to better
your craft in your free time. Study and learn from
people that inspire you.

Poeboy K.P. is delivering some of the best success
stories and in uencing young people to pursue their
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Q. Do you feel that a song and its music video

Q. What are your plans for the future in regard

Ans: I always think that a song and its music video are
connected. A video brings the song to life and makes it
more interesting to listen to and watch.

Ans: My future plan is to spread Ice Breaking Films LLC
around the country. I want to bring other artist visions
to life no matter the genre. I plan to continue working
hard to become a successful entrepreneur and music
artist around the world.

are connected to each other beyond just visual
recreation?

Q. Do you direct and create your own music

to your career?

videos?

Ans: I sometimes directed and create my own videos. I
nd it easier to hire to director when it’s a lot I am
wanting to do. Directors help nd the resources and
make sure I am fully focused on being inside the video
as an artist.

Q. Do you feel that social media and online
platforms give new talents the right scopes?

Ans: Yes, social media and online platforms help
tremendously. It allows you to promote your talents
and share them with the world.

Q. What are the initial and later struggles of
having a career in the music industry?

Ans: In the music industry you will nd yourself
wanting to give up if you feel like nothing is working.
You have to have a positive mindset and hope that you
will become successful in the music industry. Later
struggles will come from the people who knew you
before your career. There will be a lot of hate and
jealousy the more you start to become known in the
music industry.

Q. Do you look forward to collaborating with
other artists?

Ans: Yes, I look forward to collaborating with artists
such as; Boosie Badazz, Kevin Gates, Lil’ Wayne,
Drake, and Future.

Q. What do you think is your advantage as a
music artist because of your professional
experience in videography?

Ans: The advantage would be the fact I could create
my own visual every day with my own equipment. I
don’t have to rely on other videographers or lming
businesses because I have my own.
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American R&B artist
Shaun Royal’s latest
music video, ‘Lover By
Design’ makes you want to
forget everything
Aspiring singer-songwriter Shaun Royal introduces the
audience with his unique rendition of the R&B genre through
his newest music video, ‘Lover By Design’.
The musical genre of R&B has a distinct melodic charm that
separates it from the other musical forms. Young and talented
R&B singer Shaun Royal is bringing the true charismatic zest
of the genre to the people with his exceptional creations. He
has recently dropped another masterpiece, ‘Lover By Design’
featuring the rhythmic avors of the ‘90s, ‘80s, and ‘70s. The
artist wrote the track all by himself. He expressed his feelings
in the most articulate and eloquent way possible. It is
accompanied by a music video that is directed by Aaron Styles
and produced by Petra Garza. The sensual visual presentation
enhances the effect of the brilliant libretto presented by his
mesmerizing singing. Born as Krishaun Quarles, the aspiring
artist grew up in

South-Central Los Angeles surrounded by
many talented relatives from both his mother
and father’s side. It drove him to do
something of his own to be acknowledged by
the family. His mother and aunt soon
discovered his talent in singing and
encouraged him to pursue it. Most of his
inspirations come from R&B legends like
Michael Jackson, Stevie Wonder, The
Motown, Baby Face, Usher, R Kelly, Joe,
Donnell Jones, Mariah Carey, Janet Jackson,
Aaliyah, and many more. He has been
utilizing their in uences in his creations
adding some of his unique twists to make
them more interesting and attractive.
The proli c artist had his fair share of other
genres apart from R&B, belonging to a big
family. He was introduced to the music of
Con Funk Shun Smoky Robinson and Rick
James by his parents. He also got to listen to
Eminem and Tupac through his older brother.
He uses the elements of other musical forms
in his compositions giving them a more
versatile and universal outlook. His music
offers an appropriate amount of nostalgia
mixed with his new-age resonance. In 2015,
Shaun attended the 28th annual Soul Train
Award show. In 2015, he attended the 28th
annual Soul Train Award show and got the
opportunity to sing on the stage. He received
a warm reaction from the audience who gave
him a standing ovation.
Working under the production house Royal
Q3 Music, Shaun Royal has captivated the
heart of music lovers around the world with
his latest music video, ‘Lover By Design’.
Released only three days ago the video has
gained more than 10k views on YouTube.
Follow him on Facebook, Twitter, TikTok,
and Instagram for more updates on his
upcoming works.
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No more
eating
'Melon
Cake' on
birthdays
as Demi
Lovato has
come up
with their
latest track
The fans are going crazy as Demi
Lovato has come with their latest
single ‘Melon Cake’, a metaphoric
musical representation.
Last year, the artist has revealed
their eating disorder and how
they controlled it. Their former
team has to hide food from the
artist to stop them from eating
sugar.
The artist also said, "If I was in
my hotel room at night, they
would take the phone out of the
hotel room so I couldn't call
room service. Or if there was fruit
in my room, they took it out
because that's extra sugar.”
They also explained the chronic
situation by saying, “We're not
talking about brownies and
cookies and candies and stuff

like that; it was fruit."
The artist also explained the
reference of melon cake as they
would celebrate their birthday
with watermelon with fat-free
whipped cream on top, and
calling it a ‘cake’.
The artist further said, "For
years I did that, and it kind of
became this ongoing joke, but I
just really wanted a birthday
cake."
The latest track ‘Melon Cake’
works like a personal
empowerment track that
depicts the progress of the artist
and how far they have come
while string through struggles in
some life and health. The track
appears in Demi’s latest hot
album ‘Dancing With the
Devil… The Art of Starting
Over’.

diet culture can take away a lot of
happiness and this track expresses
the happiness of breaking up with
it.
The artist has also shared a clip of
the video and posted it on
Instagram saying, "I’m here today
and I’m happy you are too."
This talented singer and
songwriter are celebrating their
29th birthday with this latest track.
Their birthday has just passed on
20th August but the celebration is
still there.

There is no doubt that the artist
is spreading positive vibes in the
of cial music video with their
amazing personality and a
colorful representation with a
punch of aesthetic.
Trippy and candy-esque, the
music video embraces joy and
the fact of starting over fresh
after a long halt. Restrictive
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Apart from the compelling production, the
song also deserves a special note of
acknowledgment for its lyrical stanzas. The
artist performs with utmost passion and
resilience as his voice naturally ows through
the verses of the song with spontaneity. The
artist’s stage presence and personality add to
the song and make it all the more nurtured
with new styles and rapping skills.

UPCOMING MUSIC ARTIST KCG’S NEW
SONG ‘SUMMER RAIN’ UNLOCKS NEW
PERIMETERS OF HIP HOP AND RAP
Artist KCG is the newest name in the scope of hip
hop who is changing the game of production and
arrangement with the verses of his upcoming
song, ‘Summer Rain’.
The strains of contemporary hip hop chronicles are based on
different avors and individual interpretations of the artist. In
the modern-day arena of musical enthusiasm, upcoming
artist KCG is emerging as one of the best with his delivery and
production styles. He recently came out with his upcoming
track, ‘Summer Rain’ which produces some of the best rap and
hip hop components out there. The song’s texture is such that
the audience is instantly captivated by its compelling beats.
The artist’s stand-out performance and lyrical delivery make
for an outstanding production that further allows the genre to
explore new latitudes of the creative display.
Rickey Lamar Williams released his song on August 17th in
association with Ghetto Heaven Records. The artist has high
anticipation with his upcoming song as it exempli es some of
his best abilities as a musician.

The Chicago rap artist is driven and xated on
expanding his audience stream. ‘Summer
Rain’ will only open new opportunities and
scopes that will help him to reach out to more
people and audiences. His creative ideas have
led to a composition that is a true balance
between old age and new age music. With
electronic undulations and dynamic rhythms,
the song emerges as a complete
entertainment package but with an edge of
thematic resonance. It is the kind of music
that instantly makes the audience endorse it
and become a trusted fan of the creator, the
artist.
Artist KCG’s journey in the mainstream is just
getting started as he gets himself ready for his
upcoming song. The release has already
created quite a stir and excitement among the
audience as well as the media which will lead
to enormous success. The artist also looks
forward to expanding his musical scope and
share his talent with the world. His music has
the qualities to reach the highest platforms.
Also, his own aims and resilience allow him
to reach his dreams faster. If you want your
playlist to get enriched by his musical, lyrical,
and production components, get ready to
transform your perspective of hip hop on
August 17.
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has polished through the years to cast a solid rst
impression. The artist has crafted a lot of songs that
re ect on his ef ciency and recently he has released
one more single that is probably his best and most
valuable project so far. Capturing the best elements of
R&B and injecting a lot of intriguing sounds to engulf
the attention, the proli c singer has released a
refreshing new music video titled ‘Lover By Design’
that aims to ful ll a couple’s fantasies. It’s a love
composition where the singer has openly presented his
emotions and with a captivating visual representation
has engraved the passion. His expressions are priceless
and the intimate verses make it impossible for the
listener to miss a beat. His breathtaking vocal
performance elevates the romantic quotient of the
song as he expresses his love for his partner using all
the heart-touching words.

Celebrate closeness
with your partner with
Shaun Royal’s new
song ‘Lover By
Design’
Rising singer Shaun Royal gives a awless
singing performance in his latest music video
‘Lover By Design’ that allows all the couples
to reignite passion in their relationships.

Speaking of the video, it has been beautifully crafted to
match up to the theme as Shaun Royal increasingly
envelops the listener’s senses with each melodic
progress. He shares a very personal story with
intriguing layers of harmonies that raise the pace. The
song ‘Lover By Design’ is a perfect balance of romantic
and passionate hook that subtly touches on the various
aspects of romantic relationships while offering an
infectious soundscape. The visual set-up is powerful
and the singer celebrates the undeniable impact of true
love with his impressive performance. It’s a song that is
bound to hit the audience the very rst time for its
inviting melody line and real-time approach to
intimacy. With going over-board, the artist has worked
on his creative vision to appeal to the audience in a
compelling way. He is clearly an artist who possesses
great strengths to make it big in the industry. Watch the
full video on YouTube now.

Imprinting his fascinating style and sound in the
minds of all, an artist whose music is the ultimate
destination for all R&B music lovers is Shaun Royal.
The charming singer is the newfound gem in the
music industry who has introduced a lot of
improvisations in the conventional sound design by
infusing his soulful elements. Timeless sound
indeed, his vocal charisma makes it impossible to let
go off any hook and the singer presents an
undeniable impact with his beautifully uplifting
musicianship. Composing some great songs for his
fans and working dedicatedly to grow his reach in the
industry, the artist is well on his way to becoming a
hit in the music world. His music is a representation
of his extraordinary skill set that he
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names as major contenders.
Recently they have come out with their latest
four tracks Remix EP titled ‘In the Mix’ where
Chris has originally written and arranged the
track while Stephan has done the dance remix
and video choreography. The songs hit right
in the feels and engulf the senses with their
charismatic chords. ‘Without You (Durch die
Nacht RMX)’, ‘Hoping For …dness’, ‘The
Entrance…litting’, and ‘The Entrance…th Me’
are the four eclectic that explore the very best
of EDM, and both the musicians have rooted
their EP in diverse musical bandwidth that
gives insight into their vast musical
knowledge. No two songs are similar and fuse
multiple genres sounds to shatter all
conventional norms. The songs offer a
stylistic spectrum of catchy rhythms that
breaks down evenly with mesmerizing vocals
and other intriguing instrumentals.

‘IN THE MIX’ BY CHRIS MARAGOTH
EXPLORES THE UNIQUE FLAVORS OF EDM
TO MARK HIS PATH TO SUCCESS
Chris Maragoth, along with his brother, gear up to
amaze the audience with their collective EDM skill
as they drop their new EP ‘In the Mix’ with sheer
perfection.
If EDM is known for anything, it’s for creating mentally
moving compositions that can be felt by the audience
worldwide. Over the past couple of years, the genre has seen
incredible growth in form of some classic and timeless tracks
offered by the selected few. Storming into the music industry
in an invincible manner, an artist who has applied his highdemand talents to create tracks that is a celebration of
euphoria and trance through the eyes of modern production is
Chris Maragoth. The musician along with his brother has
gifted the music landscape some of the best sound mixes that
grabs the attention at once. Together they have gifted the
audience some brilliant soundscapes that promise their

Chris primarily writes, arranges, and records
the instrumental and the vocal parts. He also
collaborates with other musicians to bring
out the very best of his musicality. The
artist’s musical style is a uent con uence
between multiple genres of metal and rock
music and can be precisely described as
modern rock and melodic metal style. In the
EP ‘In the Mix’ both the musicians have
combined their creative best to offer
dreamlike soundscapes. By intermingling the
heaviest bass sounds and loudest drums in
some to completely contrary classic
instrumentals and choruses in the rest, the
songs shine out with their uniqueness. Chris
Maragoth is sure to make his breakthrough
with this amazing EP that is unarguably one
of his biggest hits to date. Not to mention,
the music video with the heartfelt
composition certainly pulls the heartstrings.
Hear him on YouTube, Spotify, Soundcloud,
and Apple Music, and follow him on
Instagram, and Facebook for more updates.
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track acts as the stage for the artist who is
expressing himself, his life, and his stories to
the mass.
The song ‘17’ can be called a biographical
journey into the artist’s own life. Artist Omar
Mitchell hails from Lynchburg, Virginia, and
was raised by his family comprising his
mother, father, and grandparents. He always
wanted to express himself and soon found his
calling in music. He got his stage name also
from his neighborhood, an identity that
continues to be a part of his journey as a
musician. He is a family man with a girlfriend
and two little daughters by his side as he
embarks upon a journey of accomplishing
new goals and heights in his career. His focus
is set on the top as he continues to expand his
music and reach out to global audiences. His
honesty and hard work are the best
components of his music.

MUSIC ARTIST TINBRIDGEHILL
YOUNGIN’S NEW SONG ‘17’ EXPLORES A
DEEP THEMATIC MEANING THROUGH HIP
HOP
Upcoming hip hop music artist TinbridgeHill
Youngin recently collaborated with producer
Eighty8 for the new song, ‘17’ that resonates with
a deep thematic meaning.
The essence of hip hop and rap lies in its history and struggles
for survives both in personal and social scopes of life. 21-yearold upcoming music artist TinbridgeHill Youngin joins the
bandwagon of modern-day storytellers with his incredible
verses and outstanding production. This time, he collaborates
with producer Eighty8 for the song, ‘17’ which gives the
audience a glimpse into his endless scope as a songwriter. The
song progresses across intense thematic lyrics that keep the
audience hooked to it till the very end. The song comes to a
complete creative circle alongside the incredible production
arrangement that elevates the song's quality and expertise to a
whole another level. The

Artist TinbridgeHill Youngin already has
quite a few songs that de ne his exceptional
sound. His music is a representation of
contemporary hip hop and rap complete with
trap beats and styles in the production. Some
of his other songs include ‘Demon’,
‘HoopDreamz’, ‘Not Me’, and ‘Youngin’. All
these songs have constantly made a bigger
impact on his work on the audiences as he
opened new gates of opportunities. He has
something deep to share with his fans that
surpass the glamor and glitz of the hip hop
and rap industry. Listen to his musical
journey on YouTube and Apple Music. Stay
updated on his latest news on Facebook and
Instagram.
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the creative glow of the song and makes the whole
experience more immersive for the audience. The song
is an R&B track that follows the journey of a young
man getting married to the love of her life. The song’s
video is designed in such a fashion that it becomes
extremely relatable to the mass. This relatability is why
people adore her work and this video in particular is
getting all the attention and appreciation that it rightly
deserves.
The video opens with a radiant Johntell Kristen
Richmond in her wedding gown all ready to walk down
the aisle. She looks like a white angel in love in the
video who cannot wait to embrace her loved one
through the holy matrimony. She is then seen walking
up to the makeshift altar in the wilderness that
symbolizes her down-to-earth nature and simplicity.

Music Artist and
Songwriter Johntell
Richmond Releases
the Video for Her
Song 'Think About
Your Love'
Upcoming music artist, singer, and
songwriter, Johntell Richmond recently came
out with the video for her song, ‘Think About
Your Love’ with the best thematic saga.
Listen to the best streaks of contemporary R&B and
more with upcoming artist Johntell Richmond’s
soundscape. She is paving her path into the
mainstream following the release of the music video
for her song, ‘Think About Your Love’. Although she
came out with the song a year ago, she is back this
time with a visual story and a revamped sound to set
her potential apart from the rest. Truly speaking, the
video de nitely elevates

The marriage takes place as the minister guides the
couple into the kingdom of marriage. The song then
ends in an after-party where the newly-wed lovebirds
are seen sharing laughs and drinks. Thus, the video for
‘Think About Your Love’ is much like a fairytale that
absorbs the audience’s attention and support through
thematic and visual storytelling.
Miss Diamond, popularly known as Johntell Richmond
gets the best opportunity of her career by working with
Christopher Alan Tricky Stewart, the iconic American
record producer, executive, songwriter, music
publisher, Grammy Award winner, and the owner of the
Red Zone Entertainment in Atlanta, Georgia for this
song. She herself is a native of Atlanta having started
her career at the age of 16. She has grown over the years
in the scope of R&B music, constantly improving her
soundscape to reach her optimum goals. Her sound is
very familiar in certain ways along with the thematic
punch of good lyrics.

The artist aims at reaching a global status where
everyone will know her by her music and creative
contribution to the collective scope of music. Follow
her work on YouTube, Apple Music, Instagram, and
Facebook for a new musical experience.
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know the person from very close. She describes
everyday life with them in her dreams and yearnings,
something that the audience can also relate to. The
production duo skilfully manages to mix the
components of chill pop with an astounding tropical
gala resulting in a refreshing sound that is ideal for the
summer holidays.

About the Artist
The duo likes to keep their identity a mystery by honing
masks. They have been an active member of the global
musical fraternity since 2017 following their debut
release. The artists are very passionate about bringing
the scope of chill pop into the contemporary scene.
Their sound amalgamates the virtues of contemporary
avors while retaining the essence of music at its very
basic. Thenew song only marks an expansion of their
musical legacy which is set to impact the audience of
the whole world in due time.

Journey

Production Duo AmPm’s
New Song 'Everyday'
Comprises a Reassuring
Tropical Chill Pop Sound
Listen to the sultry and captivating chill pop
production sound with AmPm’s newly
released track, ‘Everyday’ in creative
collaboration with singer, Amanda Yung.
AmPm is a production duo hailing from Japan who
recently collaborated with American singer, Amanda
Yung for their song, ‘Everyday’. The song also comes
with a compelling music video that beautifully
showcases personal emotions and sentiments, much
like the individualistic audience. The tune of the
song can be described as a peppy summer song with
the singer contributing her soulful vocal prowess and
resilience alongside a captivating tropical house
production. The lyrics are relatable where she is on a
journey of nding a special someone and spends all
her time getting to

They are a masked production duo from Japan who
have already made a global impact with their music.
They broke into the scene back in 2017 with their debut
release with Michael Kaneko. They also later performed
at the Spotify On Stage music festival in Indonesia the
same year. The following year was one of the biggest in
their careers as they took stages across the globe
starting from Miami to New York, Japan to Korea. The
duo has always considered their project a global
musical work has collaborated with numerous artists
and singers in their dance-infused production.

Musical Works
Duo AmPm is currently savoring the success of their
new single, ‘Everyday’ with Amanda Yung. Their debut
single was called ‘Best Part of Us’ in collaboration with
Michael Kaneko. ‘Afterglow’, ‘On The Black and White’,
‘Pink Lemonade’, and ‘Is This A Game’ among many
others. Through these songs, they collaborated with
many new and young musicians who further allowed
them to expand their musical knowledge and league.
Follow their musical journey and exclusive dance
sound on YouTube, Spotify, Apple Music, Instagram,
Twitter, Facebook, and their of cial website.
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#Saturday
W1 – Mob Rich, Katie Prutt, Sun Room,

Public Library Commute, La Dona Arlie, So a
Valdes, Moziah, Gina Chavez, Sir Woman,
and so on.

W2 – Doja Cat, Modest Mouse, Jack Harlow,

Austin City Limits Music
Festival 2021: list of
artists, schedule and
many others
Time for the hottest event of the year as the Austin City Limits
Music Festival has come back again! It is the 20th year of this
biggest music festival.
This year the event will take place from 1st October to 3rd
October and then 8th to 10th October. The public famed tvseries Austin City Limits going outside the studio to join the
beloved park of Austin, Zilker Park.

ACL is one of the biggest events for which music lovers eagerly
wait for. 2 weekends, 8 stages featuring over 90 amazing music
artists and bands; this is more like living the dream for many
music lovers. Their diverse lineup makes it perfect for every
kind of listeners to have an exquisite experience.

ACL Music Festival 2021 Lineup
#Friday
W1 - Finneas, Chet Faker, Dermot Kennedy, Tanya Tucker,

Phoebe Bridgers, Future Islands, SUrfacxes
Dayglow, Missio, Alison Wonderland, Remi
Wolf, Gigi, Amber Mark The HU, 070 Shake,
Goth Babe, Aaron Frazer, Holly
HumberStone, Graci Abrams, and the list
keeps going.
Stay tuned for the Saturdays since Billie
Eilish and Rüfüs Du Sol will be featuring too.

#Sunday
W1 – Allison Ponthier, Mother Mother, Karol
G, St. Vincent, Gretta Van Fleet, Deezie
Brown, Hardy, Jany Green, TC Superstar,
Yendry, Skylar day, and many others.

W2 – Band Of Horses, Polo G, Madeon,

Heartless Bastards, BLK Odyssy, Shiela, Chris
Lake, Jon Batiste, Trixie Mattel, Jade Bird,
Zach Person, Superfonicos, AG Club, Omar
Apollo, Tierra Whack, Channel Tres, Serena
Isioma and many others will performing on
the Sundays.
The organizers have masterfully cast the
schedule where the listeners get to
experience a diverse range of music from
pop, rock to hip hop. Providing luxury perks
and the best mouthfuls in the town, this
festival is what everyone is looking forward
to. However, the tickets are mostly sold. Stay
tuned for more updates!

Skip Marley, Bia, Asleep At The Wheel, Moses Sumney, White
Repear, Nothing, Nowhere, Bexley, Carolesdaughter, Zella Day,
Joy Oladokun, Tkay Maidza, PayDay, Nane and many others.

W2 - Megan Thee Stallion, Machine um Kelly, Erykah Badu,

Miley Cyrus, Black Pumas, John Pardi, Bleachers Lane 8, Leann
Rimes, Durand Jones & The Indications, Hinds, Daydream
Masi, Riders Against The Storm, George Strait, Vincent Neil
Emmerson, JXDN, The Teeta, Omb Peezy, Leah Blevins
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New York
City's
Comeback
Concert
Cancelled by
Weather
Inconsistencies
caused by
Approaching
Hurricane
Henri
Thousands of people were
planning to visit New York City
for attending a concert set to be
held in Central Park. However,
the event was cut short owing to
weather inconsistencies caused
by the approaching hurricane,
Henri which is set to make
landfall this Sunday.
The concert, called the ‘We Love
NYC: The Homecoming Concert’
was designed keeping in mind
some of the biggest musical acts
that landed on the Great Lawn of
the iconic park. The performance
was set to take place on Saturday
with 60,000 vaccinated
audiences. The concert was
supposed to be "a celebration of
New York City's comeback"
following the pandemic marking
"promote health, safety, and
equity".
The concert already started when
the NYPD issued an advisory to
the attendees to

evacuate "due to approaching
severe weather" who then
helped everyone to get out
safely. Central Park recorded 4
inches of rainfall after the
storms arrived as per reports by
the National Weather Service.
However, before the concert
halt, performances by JP Saxe,
Julia Michaels, and Andrea
Bocelli mesmerized the
audience. Carlos Santana was
also seen performing alongside
Wyclef on the hit song, ‘Maria
Maria’. Other performers
included Jennifer Hudson, Rev
Run, and LL Cool J. The concert
was cut short during Marry
Manilow’s performance.

attendance had to come rst. To
everyone who came out tonight:
thank you. Thank you for showing
the world that New York City is
coming back stronger than ever
before." He also declared a state of
emergency ahead of Hurricane
Henri making landfall on Long
Island Sunday.
Several parts of the North-eastern
side felt the approaching
hurricane’s initial impacts as early
as Saturday evening when it
moved towards the coast ahead of
an anticipated Sunday landfall,
threatening to bring damaging
winds, dangerous storm surge, and
ooding to an already saturated
area.

The event was broadcast by
CNN and was produced by
legendary music executive Clive
Davis in coordination with the
city of New York and Live
Nation. The coverage began
with a pre-show hosted by
Anderson Cooper at 4 p.m. ET,
with the concert kicking off at 5
p.m.
New York City Mayor, Bill de
Blasio tweeted, "While it's
disappointing that tonight's
concert had to end early, the
safety of everyone in
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As summer is coming to a
close, Shawn Mendes and
Tainy reminisce the
essence of love with their
hot new single ‘Summer
Of Love’. If diving into
pristine ocean waters,
hanging out on boats,
raising toasts in
nightclubs, and just freely
basking in the summer’s
sun is your thing, then
Shawn Mendes and Tainy
have got the perfect
composition for you!
The dreamy soundscape
along with the alluring
video has been lmed in
Spain and is a treat to
watch. The video shows
Shawn Mendes and his
peers have the time of
their lives vacationing on
the beach as he sings in
his ever-charming voice
‘It was the summer of
love, a delicate daydream,
and for a couple of
months, it felt like we
were 18’.

He’s an incredible singer
and an equally incredible
producer who has
churned the best
motivational message
with immersive tunes that
people would love.

IT'S STILL NOT LATE TO
EXPERIENCE 'SUMMER
OF LOVE' BY SHAWN
MENDES AND TAINY

The visuals complement
the mood and Shawn’s
invincible presence makes
it even more compelling.
He looks gorgeous in a
loosely tted shirt as he
completely loosens up to
enjoy the vibes and is seen
having a good time with
his friends.
The song simply makes
the audience feel free.
Free from the weight and
boredom of life, even if it
is just for a moment.
Overall it’s a very special
production that is bound
to linger in your mind for
a very long time.
Play the track on volume
and groove to its bouncy
beats as you see the sun
setting behind you.
‘Summer of Love’ is now
available on both Spotify
and YouTube.

4.3/5
By Daily Music Roll

There’s no doubt that the 23-year-old has gained
such a huge and loyal fan base. The Canadian pop
star has played well with the catchy guitar strings
and the fun, warm, and bouncy groove of the track
offers a stunning hook to relish. Shawn has teamed
up with Tainy for this gorgeous new production that
just ows freely to touch the hearts. ‘Summer of
Love’ captures the organic essence of summer and
being a true artistic musician and vocalist, Shawn
Mendes has brought in his infectious energy to offer
great vibes and super genuine feel-good music. Fans
have been anticipating his new release and the video
seems to be the perfect gift to their wait. Its breezy
and inspirational words hit hard and the rich sound
design that is led by immersive chords and guitars
just gives it the perfect polish for the audience to
groove and move. The heavy bass gives the
necessary support and Shawn’s addictive vocals are
the perfect t!
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M

usic artist Halsey
recently came out with
her fourth studio album
called If I Can’t Have
Love, I Want Power
exemplifying a captivating
scope of grunge-pop
blended with a sonic
soundscape. The album is
an entity in itself that
bases its strength on its
exclusive sound.
Comprising compelling
arpeggios on the piano
undulating across a verse
of different sagas, the
record is a cascading river
owing into the streams
of conscious and melodic
depths. She explores the
layers of birth and
sexuality taking the
audience into an
immersive experience that
has rarely been seen in the
collective scope of
modern music.
The fourth studio album
by Halsey came out on
August 27 through Capitol
Records. Produced by
Trent Reznor and Atticus
Ross of the iconic
industrial rock group,
Nine Inch Nails, the
concept album is a saga in
itself that extracts the
labyrinth associated with
childbirth and the horrors
of its all.
The cover art also
exempli es a thematic
signi cance inspired by
the creative and historical
depictions of Mary. What
sets this album apart as a
musical extraordinaire is
the theatrical lm by the

MUSIC ARTIST HALSEY'S
NEW ALBUM 'IF I CAN'T
HAVE LOVE, I WANT
POWER' PRESENTS A
SONIC SOUNDSCAPE

can exist as separate
entities of one’s
personality. The album
and its songs can be
described as the artist’s
own revelation through
life and motherhood.
She establishes the album
as her own voice and
makes sure not to feature
any other artist. The
sound is inspired by
grunge-pop and
alternative strains with
serious industrial rock
in uences.
The riffs and distortions
come and go and retain
their essence throughout
the album as if writing a
story culminating into a
climax. A total of 13 songs
and a bonus track re ect
and contradict existing
notions and embark upon
a realistic journey of a
woman’s plight. When
sexuality is de ned with
motherhood by its side,
the ne line is tricky.

4.6/5
By Daily Music Roll

same that also features alongside the music. The lm
is directed by Colin Tilley and released as a special
screening in IMAX prior to the release of the
album.The idea for the album was conceived
following Halsey’s canceled third concert tour in
2020 due to the pandemic. Around that time, she
also conceived which she describes as one of the
most horrifying times of her life. Initially, she hinted
the album to comprise a punk rock sound. The
concept album marks an important era in the
industry depicting viable changes towards a creative
resurgence. Conveying her emotions and journey
through the album, she connects with the audience
instantly. What I personally loved was the thematic
dichotomy between the Whore and Madonna. So,
sexuality and motherhood are weighed side by side
with the conclusion that they

But Halsey emerges,
stronger than ever before
singing her glory with
songs like ‘The Tradition’,
‘Bells in Santa Fe’, ‘Easier
than Lying’, and ‘Girl Is a
Gun’ among others. Get
your copies now to
experience music and
themes in one of the most
beautiful, resilient, and
relatable sagas of the
modern age.
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prayers, kyunki vahi bohot badi cheez hai, which
means he hopes for his fans to pray for him because it
is their prayer that is the most important and biggest
thing.

Bappi Lahiri-The
Man of Gold, reveals
the significance of
Gold in his life and
why he hides it
Bappi Lahiri is the famous disco-king of India and
the legendary musician has been a part of the Indian
music industry for over ve decades now.
Recently in an exclusive interview with Times Now
Digital, the renowned singer-composer opened up
about his most talked-about musical journey, the
importance of gold in his life, and much more.
The veteran singer has not only lent his worthy voice
to the Indian Bollywood industry but across various
regional lms. Some of his most popular songs have
been recreated in today’s time. And, that speaks of
how worthy and hit his chartbuster tracks were in
that era.
In an exclusive interview, Bappi Lahiri shared his
phenomenal journey in the music industry. And,
looking back at the ve decades, the phenomenal
singer feels nothing but heartily grateful. He began
his career by singing for Dev Anand, Dilip Kumar,
and now for Tiger Shroff, and Varun Dhawan. The
iconic singer of India said that his musical journey
has been long and ful lling. Thanking God he said
Bas aashirvaad chahiye aise ki hum kaam karte rahe
which means he wants blessings from God that he
keeps continuing his work for the fans.

Main koshish karte rehta hu, bas ye journey hai vo
kaamyab rakhe. Kaamyab rakhne ke liye koshish karta
hu, he added. This means all he does is trying, trying to
perform better for his fans. And, for him to remain and
be successful it is important to keep trying.
When he was asked about the signi cance of the metal
gold in his life, the world renowned singer revealed the
most inquisitive question of all, his love for gold. He
said that it was his mother who had rst gave him a
gold chain and later on in life; his wife Chitrani Lahiri
gifted him the gold locket of Lord Ganesha.
And, with time he found that gold has proven to be
lucky for him. He said that Gold is his lucky charm.
Main baar baar bolte rehta hu. Abhi ye trademark
hogaya hai across the globe that Bappi means Gold.
Main agar Gold chupa ke rakhta hu toh kuch log puchte
hai k Are you Bappi Lahiri?
And, in those moments he says yes and then they ask
about my Gold!
It seems that Gold has become his pehchaan and also
that Gold is very lucky for him, replied the man with a
golden touch.
Finally, before signing off, Bappi Lahiri, the disco king
of India expressed his desire to bring the trend of disco
back to Bollywood but only if a story with a suitable
script demands it.
And, at the same time, the legendary singer feels that
the disco beats shall forever remain evergreen. Jo beat
vo toh rahega hi, koi bhi gaana boliye. And, started
singing Yaar bina chain kaha re, ye jo beats hai vo
jaayega nahi.
This means that the beats shall never go from the song,
be it any song. The beats are here to stay because beat
mein public khush hota hai and they groove.
Bas main chahta hu beats sada rahe, the disco beats.
The singer wishes that the disco beats must stay
forever as the audience love to dance to the beats, he
said while signing off.

He further added, Fans se prayers chahiye, fans ki
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Verdi's Luisa
Miller Staged
in
Glyndebourne
Presents a
Powerful
Streak of
Incredible
Production
Verdi’s Luisa Miller took a decade
to be nally staged in the United
Kingdom. It premiered originally
in 1858 in London but it received
negative reviews as one of the
weakest of them all as critic
Henry Chorley predicted that will
never be staged again. This time,
Luisa Miller is back with one of
the most popular works by Verdi
in the new production by Christof
Loy. It also marks the debut of
the opera to be staged at the
grand Glyndebourne.
Loy makes the stage resemble a
post-pandemic space consisting
of captivating lighting by Olaf
Winter and minimal use of props.
The setting is done in
monochrome that divides the
social demarcation between the
aristocrats and the peasants.
Philharmonic Orchestra managed
by Enrique Mazzola made the
production all the more
compelling. The texture of
Verdi’s original score reaches its
highest contemporary potential
and presents a diverse opera

sound. The credit goes to
Mazzola for maintaining the
beauty across the opera with his
control, somber, and patience.
The use of piano makes the
whole structure emerge with a
sense of individuality and
personality that further allowed
the whole production to reach
its ultimate creative height.
There were woodwind solos and
string pizzicatos that made for
strong and persuasive musical
modules.The chorus at
Glyndebourne blended into the
periodic course of the opera
itself. The cheerful melody was
like creative support that
pushed the show to a successful
conclusion. The male voices
carried darkness most notably
the dominance of
VladislavSulimsky, the whacky
and eccentric Krzysztof Bączyk,
and the romantic side of Charles
Castronovo. Everyone carried
their own charisma and
dramatic presence with the
streak of burning heroism. The
revelation came with Luisa as
she passes with breath-taking
silence. She illuminates the
opera’s obvious darkness and

gloom with her rich melodic
display.
Playing from 1st August through
29th August, this love saga
between Rodolfo and Luisa Millar
in the operainspired by Verdi’s
Schiller is opening new doors of
stage in the UK and also the world.
The character’s poise and
declaration of defeat through
silent but expressive melodic
notes give the chills. From the
beginning of Act I only, the
audience is drawn to the gloomy
nature of the tragedy as they
support and enjoy the turning
hours of drama, music, literature,
symbolism, and more. Having
been staged in a historic position,
the opera continues to stir
numerous hearts for its
unparalleled production and
chemistry.
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The incredibly inspiring tale of
the youth music icon- Adele

Singer Adele, the famous GrammyAward-winning artist has blessed
the world of music with her soulful
voice and some magnetic
soundscapes like ‘Someone Like
You’, ‘Rolling in the Deep’, and
‘Hello’. Undoubtedly she is one of
the most popular singers of her
generation.
But not many are aware of who she
is and her other life details. Let’s
start from the beginning.
Who is Adele?
Adele is a famous English singer and
songwriter who claimed the
attention of the world and achieved
fame for her most distinctive voice
that presented her the tag of being

the best-selling artist of her time.
She has won a total of 15
Grammys and also an Oscar. Her
rst two albums named 19 and 21
had earned her critical
acclamation to a level that she
quickly achieved commercial
success amongst her musical
peers. Adele became a mother in
2012 and hit back to the charts in
2015 with her song ‘Hello’, the
single that came from her
comeback album titled 25. In
2017, she bagged the awards for
the record and the song of the
year, including 5 Grammys.
Early Life
Born on May 5, 1988, in England,

Adele Laurie Blue Adkins aka
Adele is the only child of Penny
Adkins who gave birth to her at the
age of 18, and a Welsh father
named Mark Evans, who had left
the family when Adele Laurie Blue
Adkins was just four years old.
Over the years Adele grew closer to
her mother who encouraged her to
explore the world and pursue her
passion, and not to stick with just
one thing. It was only until her teen
years, that Evans, her father was in
touch with her.
Early on in life, she had developed
a strong passion for music and
enjoyed singing contemporary pop
music. She drew a lot of in uence
and inspiration from the songs of
Lauryn Hill, Destiny’s Child, and
Mary. J. Blige. But Adele’s true lifeturning moment came when she
turned 15 and stumbled upon a
collection of Ella Fitzgerald and
Etta James records. During her
early teenage, she had considered
her career in music and her string
air of music-making soon
captivated the attention of the
record labels and after nishing her
graduation, she signed a deal with
the XL Recordings. She quickly
built anticipation in Britain with
her live performances and dropped
her rst album titled 19 in the year
2008 that debuted at the Number 1
spot on the British Album Chart.
Adele received much praise and
appreciation for her soulful and
unique vocal style. Her second
album 21 comprised of two
powerful hit singles named
‘Someone Like You’ and ‘Rolling in
the Deep’, both of which topped
the charts across multiple markets
and broke several sale records.
Adele also received the Academy
Awards for her track ‘Skyfall’ which
she had written and composed for
a James Bond
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and also a pair of Top 5 albums that made her
the only artist besides 50 Cent and the Beatles
to achieve that position. The album 21 stayed
for 11 weeks with which Adele broke the
record for being the only solo female artist to
have achieved that, which was previously
held by Madonna’s Immaculate Collection.
In 2015, she announced the launch of her
third album 25, and termed it as the Make-up
record, as she wanted to make up for all the
time that she had lost in between. The album
is a collection of many emotional and
sensitive songs that speak about falling in and
out of relationships and just like the rest, the
record son became an international hit
reaching out to the No. 1 spot on iTunes
across 110 countries.
Adele’s Awards & Grammy’s

movie. She had an incredible and outspoken personality that
made her even more popular amongst the fans.
Back in an interview in 2008, Adele stated in an interview with
The Telegraph that there was no musical heritage in her family,
and chart music was all she had ever known. So, when she
listened to them, to the Ellas and the Ettas, it sounded cheesy
but was sort of an awakening. And, she was like oh, right, some
people have the proper longevity and are legends. Adele was
highly inspired as a 15-year-old while listening to their music
that had been crafted during the 40s.

Music Career
Adele’s debut albums 19 and 21 had already rocketed her name
to fame. The record was released in the United States through
Columbia Records that helped her reach out to British music
fans. In 2008 she made an appearance on Saturday Night Live
and after the show’s wrap-up, the album secured its rank at
the Number 40 on iTunes and in less than 24 hours, it achieved
the Number 1 spot. The album 21 that was released in 2011 was
another major hit that tapped into Adele’s jazz and R&B
in uence and quickly became an incredible hit with the selling
of 352000 copies within the rst week itself.

Adele had been nominated for a total of 18
Grammys and has achieved a total of 5
Grammys in 2009, 2012, and 2017. She has
also bagged a songwriting Oscar for the track
‘Skyfall’.
Moreover, at the 2009 Grammys Awards,
Adele had taken home the award for the Best
New Artist, and in addition to that the iconic
singer had achieved the title for being the
Sound of 2008 by the BBC. In that very same
year, Adele earned the Critics’ Choice Prize at
the BRIT Awards.
In 2012, she bagged the Grammys and took
home 6 wins including the Album of the Year.
In 2013, Adele won her 7th Grammy for the
best pop solo performance and in that same
year, she won the Golden Globe and also the
Academy Award for ‘Skyfall’.
In 2017, she swept the award shows with 5
wins for her incredible work in the album 25
and was also presented with the song and the
record of the year, the Best Pop Vocal Album,
and the Best Pop Solo Performance.

In February 2011, Adele found herself with two Top 5 singles
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The world is still rolling in
the third wave of COVID19 as numerous music
festivals have ceased their
yearly gala owing to
thousands of lost lives
and thousands more to
go. The whole of the
music festival industry
seems to be hanging by a
rope. Say for example a
Glastonbury, a Womad, or
the Supersonic Festival
for that matter, all have
been canceled due to the
pandemic and the
collective global crisis.
However, the UK-based
metal community seems
to be one step ahead in
their games to the extent
of even managing a whole
festival. The Bloodstock
Festival descended on
Catton Hall in Derbyshire
in full power. In June, the
Download Festival also
took place with a limited
capacity of 10,000 people.
Bloodstock is UK’s only
boutique festival for
heavy metal music.
Friday
Bloodstock opened for
the public on Wednesday
itself. A rewarding
experience for most who
have been missing every
social scene for over a
year and a half, the
festival saw owing beer
at Lemmy’s Bar with
bands playing on stage on
an English eld for a
change. The pop-punk
group, Wildhearts was one
of the performers of the
day and in the presence of
metalheads or people in
general, the

THE 2021 BLOODSTOCK
FESTIVAL SENT OUT
WAVES OF HEAVY
EXCITEMENT FOR ALL
THE METALHEADS IN THE
UK

5/5
By Daily Music Roll

festival seemed to pick upits pace towards a more
celebratory direction. Skindred kept the crowd going
with songs like ‘Kill the Power’ and ‘That’s My Jam’.
The headliner for the day was Devlin Townsend.
Other performances by Napalm Death and Dead
Kennedys were some of the highlights of the opening
day.
Saturday
Some of the highlights for Saturday were
performances by Netherhall and Conjurer with their
captivating progressive rock cycles. Paradise Lost
was one of the other performing acts but sadly, did
not stand out as well as the others. The nal acts for
the day were Kreator and Phil Campbell and the
Bastard Sons who took the crowd to town. German

thrash metallers Kreator
presented an incredible
set with tracks such as
‘Flag of Hate’ and ‘Satan is
Real’. Mosh pits were
inducted everywherein
the music festival as a
norm as Petrozza sent out
a nal warning before
embarking upon the track,
‘Pleasure to Kill’. Phil
Campbell and the Bastard
Sons were again the steals
of the show played
originals as well as songs
such as ‘Killed by Death’,
‘Ace of Spades’, and more.
Sunday
Sunday was Heritage Day
with performances by
Orange Goblin and Saxon.
Diamond Head was
another act on the nal
day but failed to ignite the
crowd with excitement.
Headliners Judas Priest
also failed to connect with
the audience, resulting in
gradually accumulating
disinterested faces in the
crowd. Orange Goblin’s
performance was
commendable and
crashed songs such as
‘Sons of Satan’, ‘They
Come Back’, ‘Some You
Win, Some You Lose’, etc.
Axon took the stage with
might and energy with
Motorcycle Man. There
was some rain causing
commotion and
confusion but not over
the top.
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Music
streaming
giant
Spotify is
testing a
new adsupported
subscription
of 99 cents
per month
Spotify is always working towards
bringing new plans and features
to the platform. The biggest
music streaming site has now
come out with a new subscription
of 99 cents per month. This plan
will have ads and allow the users
to skip unlimitedly and play their
chosen tracks.
The new tier is named Spotify
Plus and it is shown to the free
Spotify users, reports The Verge.
In the current free tier with ads,
users are able to play the songs
on shuf e. They are allowed to
skip a maximum of six times per
hour.
The Spotify free plan will be
placed between the premium and
the free subscriptions. The

premium package costs $9.99
per month. It is totally ad-free
and allows the users to skip
unlimitedly. A Spotify
representative has said that the
new Spotify plan is in the
testing position right now. The
Swedish company is now testing
with a limited number of users.
And they have a lot of price
points and one of them is the 99
c3nd per month plan.
Another representative said that
they are continuously working
to improve user experience on
Spotify. They regularly do tests
to inform their decisions. They
are now testing a new adsupported plan with some of
their users. Not all tests end up
being on the platforms. Some
make new changes enhancing
the services and some only end
up offering learning
experiences.
Spotify is well-known for
testing new features. All the
features are not always included
on the platform. Previously in
2017, Spotify tested a new
subscription plan named
Spotify HiFi. It was for

the premium users on the
platforms.
Spotify CEO Daniel Ek is always
testing new features for the
platform before making them
available for worldwide users.
The Spotify HiFi service is
supposed to be of ‘CD-quality,
lossless audio format music’. The
premium users will have to pay an
additional $5 to $10 per month.
Spotify was supposed to launch
the high-end audio service this
year. But it still the service has not
appeared on the site.
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Pop Artist The Weeknd
Releases His New Track 'Take
My Breath' Resonating a
Classic Disco-Pop Theme

Pop artist The Weeknd has emerged
yet again after the global success of
his album, After Hours and now he
is ready to work up his musical
legacy again with the release of his
new single, ‘Take My Breath’. Abel
Tesfaye is back with his gritty and
glamorous take on blending new
musical horizons with the new song
which came out on August 6.
This song also exempli es a magical
experience which the artist never
compromises on and also captures
the creative high of his 2019 hit,
‘Blinding Lights’.

He collaborates yet again with
producers Max Martin and Oscar
Holter for the new project. The
song starts with a strutting into
which spreads its wings into a
captivating Moroder synth style
and infectious melodic streams.

that would last forever. The chorus
invites everyone to join the dance
oor as the song unwinds into a
theme and a stance that is full of
color and life. The artist’s vocal
capacity has increased and it is
safe to say this song may have
brought out the best singer in him.
The magic of pop is evident
everywhere but there is also the
presence of complex, compound
sound that makes the whole
production reach a different level.
The Weeknd has already
established himself as a global pop
start and right now, it is his time.
He has grown from his jaded R&B
streams to some of the best
contemporary productions in the
scope of pop out there. He
incorporates chilly trap music with
moody ballads and gave the
audience a series of different and
diverse sounds over the years.
‘Can’t Feel Myface’ and ‘I Feel It
Coming’ were truly some of the
biggest hits of his career but
everything changed after he came
out with After Hours in 2020.
Since then, he has not only
established himself as the king of
quirky pop but has also opened a
new window of endless
perspectives. Listen to yet another
creative wonder by the artist with
his latest single ‘Take My Breath’
on YouTube right away.

The Weeknd nds himself as
typical when it comes to the lyrics
of the song. A part animal
engaging in sexual relations, the
theme is not very unworldly. The
song puts together sensual lyrics
where the protagonists want to
push their limits for a pleasure
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Bob Dylan
denied the
allegations
of sexual
abuse of a
girl in 1965
Musical idol Bob Dylan has
caught up in a controversy where
a woman has put some major
allegations of sexual abuse
against the singer. She claims
that the incident took place back
in 1965 when she was 12 years
old.
The US singer-songwriter is being
accused of multiple cases of
sexual abuse against the woman.
It is said that he "exploited his
status as a musician to provide
with alcohol and drugs and
sexually abuse her multiple
times".
The report further stated that the
incident happened in New York's
Chelsea Hotel, at Dylan’s
personal apartment. She said
that the abusive period was six
weeks long happened in April and
May in the year 1965.
The woman who has come up
with these allegations is 68 years
old now and lives in Connecticut.
She is identi ed by only her
initials, for now, JC.
However, Bob Dylan’s spokesman
has strongly opposed the
allegation and said "the 56-yearold claim is untrue and will

be vigorously defended".
Looking back in time, the
rockstar was in the UK for a tour
from April to 10 May. The tour is
documented in the lm titled
‘Don't Look Back’. Clinton
Heylin's ‘Dylan chronology A
Life in Stolen Moments’ says
that the artist was in the France,
UK, and Portugal until the start
of June.
Currently, the Nobel Prize
winner singer is 80 years old and
accused of sexual assault, false
imprisonment, battery, and
in iction of emotional distress.

A temporarily legal "look back
window" in New York allowed
ling allegations against historical
abuses. JC led the legal
documents against the singer on
Friday just before the closure of it.
Bob Dylanis the Grammy and
Oscar winner world-renowned
singer who won Nobel Prize in
Literature in 2016. He is the rst
artist to achieve this place.
The artist has also received the
Presidential Medal of Freedom
from earlier president Barack
Obama, in 2012.

JC said that the rockstar had has
done "predatory, sexual and
unlawful acts". It has been
"done intentionally by him to
her without her consent". She is
seeking a jury trial and recovery
for "severe psychological
damage and emotional trauma".
She also claimed that she has
been suffering from "severe
mental distress, anguish,
humiliation, and
embarrassment, as well as
economic losses".
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Turizo reminded her about their rst meeting
in Miami and said, you seemed very cool to
me and we got along very well." TINI replied
to this "It's true, you know that I told you I
really like your music and you sing brutally."
The subject matter of the track lies in seeing
your past again through love. The singer
further explained the moment of seeing loved
ones again and said, your head goes and
forgets everything that is happening at that
moment. And you simply imagine yourself
with that person again"
The of cial music video is out now and
making a huge buzz with an intimate
approach of love and these beautiful
performers have done their best. The music
video provides an audio-visual pleasure that
can captivate everyone.

TINI AND MANUEL ARE CAPTIVATING
LISTENERS WITH THEIR LATEST
CARAMELIZED REPRESENTATION
'MALDITA FOTO'
TINI and Manuel have teased their listeners with live
streaming just before the premiere of the latest track ‘Maldita
Foto’. The track is amazing and mesmerizing listeners with
their united musical artsy.
The Argentine singer comes actress has discussed the subject
matter while Turizo impressed everyone with his skills of not
only singing but acting too.
The live streaming was a treat to watch as the artists could be
seen goo ng around and providing some bits of the track.
TINI said " You need to sing the chorus and you have already
advanced the whole song," while bursting of in laugh as she
saw Manuel is humming the track which is just about to
release.
Their on-screen chemistry is quite indulgent for the fans and
followers and in the live stream, it could be felt ever. Their
conversation showed much appreciation for each other as
they both shared an amazing musical experience.

Previously, TINI has offered listeners some of
the greatest musical hits like, ‘Strawberry’,’
2:50’, ‘I remember’, ‘Lie to me’, and many
others. The Latin track names are "Fresa",
Recuerdo", "Mienteme", etc.
The artist has also revealed that both of them
will be performing this track on September 4,
live in Spain. The Latin stars will be enriching
the Coca-Cola Music Experience with their
aura and unwavering personalities.
Don’t forget to check out the latest music
video and stay tuned for more updates.
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Find the
taste of newage hip-hop
with Ki Back
at It and his
latest banger
‘I couldn’t do
it’
Enriching the new-age hip-hop
music, Ki Back at It is tantalizing
his listeners with his latest hiphop representations. The artist
has come up with the latest track
‘I couldn’t do it’ which is
currently revolving at the
epitome of the hip hop industry.
The artist is keeping his name out
there with sheer individuality and
a creative ow that no one can
stop. He is one of the most wellseasoned artists in the industry
reigning in the new-age hip-hop
scenes.
About
The artist was born in Elizabeth
in New Jersey and grew his
passion for music at a very young
age. Nourishing his skills, he has
become a talented rapper and a
producer who created his own
record label named Jersey We Lit
records. The artist started
creating music under the label
and mesmerized listeners with
each release. From early 2000, he
began to craft singles and albums
and the musical journey is still
on. In the year 2019, the artist
decided to collaborate and push
the career of the emerging

artist along with him. His label
is not only for him but all the
rising music artists in the
industry.
Musical Contributions
Ki Back is a versatile music
artist and a rapper who likes to
dabble between, RnB, Hip-hop,
Drill, and the contemporary side
of new-age hip-hop music.
Exploring himself through each
release, the artist has released a
total of 9 albums and 13 singles
on all the major music
platforms.
This year, till now the artist has
dropped two exciting albums
namely ‘Rookie and A Veteran’
and ‘East Coast Drill Music’
which contains 10 and 7 tracks
respectively. Some of his
previous albums like ‘Been
Quarantining’, ‘Addicted to Hip
Hop’, ‘Just Getting Started’,
‘Signed to Myself’, etc are some
of the greatest hits from his
career who prove his
consistency to the craft.

journey.
The artist has collaborated with
tone trump record label mate
CHOOSE QUALITY. Masterfully
crafted, the track is made of a
dicey musical arrangement that
complements the artist’s
unwavering balance of lyrical and
rhythmic ow. The subject matter
is established in the haters or the
negative people in life who others
dispirited on their goals.
The rapper is providing a burst of
optimism by utilizing his hardhitting bars as the blessing, not
cursing. The track is available on
all the major music platforms.
Follow Ki Back at It on Spotify,
Instagram, and Facebook to know
more about this artist and his
upcoming music.

Latest Release
The artist has recently released
a track ‘I couldn’t do it’ which
his being another milestone on
his never-ending musical
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O'Neill Fernandes’ Music Video
“The Lady In Red” is Making it Big

Ans. Firstly, I loved doing the song when I rst
recorded it…however 2 years or so ago…my skills and
experience in playing the guitar and producing it were
limited. Secondly, I had just come through a very long
stint (4 weeks) in hospital where I was on the critical
list for two weeks. So my mental and physical health
was at an all time low. Even though this Album helped
me heal, I was not at my best in getting the song the
way I would have normally done.
One of the things I learnt early about my music is that
my energy and the music I produce is inescapably
entwined. So when I listen to the music that I have
produced with the low energy, I just can’t listen to it.
So the urge to redo it.

Q. It’s been quite a long time that you have
introduced yourself in the music industry. How
was your journey throughout the years?

The British-Irish singer and song writer Chris de
Burgh’s song “The Lady In Red” released in 1986 has
nally received recognition for the contribution made
by the famous star O'Neill Fernandes. The cover
version has therefore received a good number of
audience bases. However, we got a chance to know
more about his contributions. So, let’s leap into the
interview –

Q. Hello Sir, congratulations on your success
for the cover “The Lady In Red”. So, what made
you inspired to make a cover for this track?
Ans. The Lady in Red is a very romantic song that has a
sentimental connection between my wife Linda and
me. We both love the song and Linda asked me to
record the song for her. On the original Album
Sweetheart…Vol.1…at the end of the song I actually
recorded my voice telling Linda…’I Love You’…so the
song has a special connection in both our lives.

Q. What are the elements you have used that
have caused a difference between this new
cover and the old creation?

Ans. As stated previously, I was born being exposed to
music at a very early age, as my late Dad (Austin) was
very much a music lover. So, music was a very integral
part of my life. Even though I had a stint at the Guitar
at an early age, I had to put my music ambitions on
hold as different priorities took hold after getting
married, building a house, career and kids etc.
Truth be told, I seriously got involved in music (2010)
after attending a cousin’s wedding and being involved
in a family sing-along before the wedding. I became
aware of how much I really enjoyed the musical scene
and the urge to learn to play the guitar.
So I taught myself to play the guitar again and when
Linda suggested I record my music, well that opened a
‘Pandora’s Box ’ and a journey in which I also taught
myself to produce my own recordings. As a ‘newbie’,
Google was my best friend when I did not know the
answer. Every Album taught me more about music both
as a guitarist and producer.
My rst Album was in 2012 and the second in 2016…so
in the last 5 years I have recorded 546 songs which are
on Albums and Playlists and released on Soundcloud.
There are another 20 or more songs that I have never
released, as they have not met my strict standards. So
that is a lot of music in a very short time…

Q. If you are ever offered with a chance to work
with some of the renowned musicians from the
industry whom will you name?
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Ans. As I’m a self-taught musician…I don’t know what
I don’t know…so I have no boundaries and no
limitations on the type of music or the musicians
behind it.

studios, the music industry and landscape will be
forced to change as the current model is unsustainable
and will not attract new musicians, if there isn’t a fair
representation of effort and reward.

I treat each song as unique and try and bring out the
best musical representation with the artistry of the
song. As I have stated previously, Artists like Hank
Marvin and the Shadows would be on top of my list,
whilst other artists include Cliff Richard, Queen,
Engelbert, Jimmy Barnes, James Last, Creedence
Clearwater Revival, Dooby Brothers, ELO, Abba,
Sherbet that come to mind…I’m sure there are others,
but can’t think of them presently.

Q. What are the suggestions you will love to
provide to your fellow musicians?

Q. Who has/have been your inspiration
throughout the struggle?
Ans. I have to say without a doubt my wife Linda who
has always believed in me and supported me
throughout life’s many challenges. Linda has been my
inspiration and has urged me to keep going through my
darkest days. Personally, I don’t feel that I could have
achieved the success in my life, if it wasn’t for
Linda….my best friend and soul-mate….I’m truly
blessed and very humbled to have Linda in my life.

Q. How easy it is to get recognized in the music
industry? Or is it even easy or too dif cult for a
newbie?
Ans. Unfortunately, the Music industry is broken…it
has been like this for quite some time. However, with
the digital age, it has exposed the murky world of the
music industry. The current model (legally) allows an
elite cartel of music companies to dictate the whole
music scene. In today’s music world, the artist does all
the work and the ‘hangers-on’ get the rewards.
If I was a musician today trying to make a living in the
music industry, I would starve…literally…it cannot be
done. If I look at my own situation, I do music from a
labour of love and is freely distributed in kind to the
world. I do not earn anything from my music, and it
therefore affords me the luxury to be independent,
artistically creative and in total control over the music I
produce. However, as stated previously, the music
industry is broken and it is extremely dif cult for a
‘newbie’ to be successful. Success would be
comparable to winning the lottery.
With today’s technology and ease of home recording

Ans. I can only advise from my own experience and
that is if you’re looking to be a career musician in
today’s music industry, then it is going to be a very
dif cult journey with no guarantee of success. If it’s a
labour of love, then you have nothing to lose and your
passion will carry you through. I found the going very
hard in my initial years, as putting yourself in the
public eye can be both rewarding and heartbreaking.
However, in saying that…feedback is what makes you
grow and improve, so stick around for the long haul
and you may just be pleasantly surprised by your effort.
The ability to adapt and reinvent yourself to an ever
changing world landscape is what I feel is the key to
success.

Q. Is there any next project that you have been
working on?
Ans. Yes…I’m working on a new music Album called
‘Down Under’ dedicated to Australian Bands and
Artists. It will contain music from across the
generations and is due for completion early October
2021. Other Albums from this project that have been
previously released include the following:
1. Sounds of Then This is Australia
(released in Feb 2020)
2. True Blue (released in Aug 2020)
3. Howzat (released Jan 2021)

Q. Which genre has thrilled your more?
Ans. I love vintage Rock and Roll the best and my next
love is Pop especially the romantic love ballads.
However I do also enjoy a bit of Reggae and Rhythm &
Blues. Being creative across Genres gives an expressive
creativity which is very successful in past Albums and I
will continue to experiment further…
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Beenkar Gharana
Jaipur Gharana
Senia Gharana
Bishnupur Gharana
Lucknow-Shahjahaanpur Gharana

In uence in World Music

Sitar : The magical Indian
instrument that enriched the
world music
Sitar is one of the most melodic and melancholic
string instruments, originated from South-Asian
countries like India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh. It was
invented in medieval India and gradually ourished
in the world music industry in the span of the 16th to
18th century. The word ‘Sitar’ is derived from the
Persian word ‘Shetaar’ which implies ‘three strings’.
It eventually evolved to four strings and seven
strings later.

Physical description
Sitar belongs to the lute family that is typically 4 feet
long in length. It has pear-shaped bottom along with
a long tail that consists of 20 curved frets which are
moveable. The body is made of wood and the strings
are metal which creates that ne-tune and
resonance. There are usually ve melodic strings, 1-2
drone strings, and thirteen sympathetic strings that
help to tune in. Usually, the strings are known as
Chikari strings, Kharaj (bass) strings, and Jod and
baaj strings. All the strings can be adjusted
according to the artist’s individual style and
preference.

While Sitar was widely used in Indian classical and
traditional music, two emerging schools helped to
spread the tune from southern Asia to all over the
world. Pandit Ravi Shankar and Ustad Vilayat Khan
schools are the two modern schools of the industry
that introduced modern improvisations. Western
popular music started to fuse sitar in its music while
mastering the instrument. The Beatles came to India
and lead guitarist George Harrison learned Sitar From
Ravi Shankar. In 1965, The Beatles gained much
attention with its sitar-rock representations like
‘Norwegian Wood’. The buzz is followed by ‘Within
You Without You’ and ‘Love YouTo’ in 1967. Similarly,
Rolling Stone’s guitarist Brian Jones played Sitar for the
track ‘Pain It Black’. In the same year, Dave Mason also
utilized sitar in the tracks ‘Hole In My Shoe’ and ‘Paper
Sun’. From Led Zeppelin to The Doors, every band
tried to improvise sitar and even imitate raga through
guitar in their tracks (‘The End’ by The Doors).
As the music industry is constantly changing the sitar
fusions took a whole new level with different subgenres like sitar-metal, sitar-rock, and indie sitar music.
Looking from the aspect of the 21st century, there are
many sitar players worldwide who are making exquisite
experimentation with sitar. Anoushka Shankar, the
talented daughter of Pandit Ravi Shankar; is of the
pioneers among them. Sitar has proved its importance
in the classical music and modern music industry as
well and it is going to stay that way.

Classical Gharanas
In Indian Classical music, there are dedicated
systems along with organizations or families who
practice particular musical styles which are carried
forward with a legacy of lineage or apprenticeship.
These Systems are known as gharanas. Such as,Imdadkhani Gharana
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Group was bought by Vivendi in 2006 from Matsushita
Electronics.
2007-2012
UMG obtained Sanctuary in 2007. It eventually became
Bravado, the company’s brand management division.
In 2011, EMI sold its recorded music operation to UMG
for $1.9 billion. Though the merger sparked an
investigation, later it was given clearance in both
Europe and the USA.
2012-2017

How Universal Music
Group became the
biggest record label
in the world
The record labels play a major role in the
contemporary music industry. The biggest record
companies in the US have spread their reach all over
the world in uencing music industries outside of the
country as well. Among the top three companies in
the country, Universal Music Publishing Group is
Undoubted, the biggest record label in the world by
2018 revenue. It dominates nearly 98% of the global
music market right now. It is actively operating in 68
countries for years.
Origin
The company started as merely the American branch
of Decca Records in September 1934. In 1962, MCA
Inc merged with the American branch of Decca
Records. In 1995, Japanese company Matsushita
Electric bought MCA Inc for $6.59 billion. A year
later in 1996, Seagram bought almost 80% of MCA
from Matsushita. It was then the company was
named Universal Studious Inc. They named the
music division Universal Music Group. PolyGram
was also included with UMG in 1999 after it was
acquired by Seagram.
Separation from Universal Studios
When Universal Studios’ 80% share was sold to
General Electric by Vivendi, UMG was put under
separate management. Vivendi is in charge of UMG
since 2000. The rest of the 20% of Universal Music

In 2013 UMG acquired the distribution deal with Disney
Music Group. The deal got them access to all of
Disney’s songs and albums. Motown Records’ gospel
section and Emi merged forming a new label called
Motown Gospel. According to JPMorgan, UMG was
worth $40 billion in 2018 and $50 billion in 2019. It
became the rst company to have all the 10 songs in
the top ten spots on Billboard Hot 100 in 2013. UMG
started making movies in 2014. Their rst lm ‘Amy’
won an Oscar for the best documentary.
2018-present
UMG’s single, ‘Despacito’ earned many Guinness World
Records in 2018. The company was included in Fast
Company’s 50 most Innovative companies for 2019.
Tencent acquired 10% of UMG from Vivendi in August
2019. The deal between UMG and Pershing Square
Tontine Holdings was suspended in 2021.
Vevo
Vevo was co-developed by UMG. But in 2018, Vevo
announced that they will not distribute music through
their site Vevo.com anymore. They decided to focus on
YouTube syndication instead.

Record labels under UMG
The most famous music labels in the United States are
under Universal Music Group. The company also has
joint shares in some of the biggest record labels around
the world. Some of these record labels are:
Interscope Records, Geffen Records, Capitol Music
Group, Republic Records, Def Jam Recordings, Island
Records, Caroline Records, Universal Music Latin
Entertainment, Universal Music Group Nashville, The
Verve Label Group, Universal Music UK, and many
more.
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The Rolling Stones
drummer Charlie Watts
elapsed at the age of
80

One of the most brilliant drummers
in the whole world, Rolling Stones’
Charlie Watts has departed from
this world on Tuesday at the age of
80. His spokesperson announced
the news saying he died at a
hospital in London, surrounded by
his family members.
The spokesperson Bernard Doherty
said that Watts was a beloved
husband, father, and grandfather.
And he was not only a member of
The Rolling Stones but one of the
best drummers in the world as well.
Watts had earlier made it clear that
he would not be able to come to
the North American tour with the
band in 2021 as he was suffering
from an unde ned health issue. He
had been a part of the band with
Keith Richards, Mick Jagger, and
Ronnie Wood for more than 50
years.

Born in 1941, the rock and roll star grew
up in Wembley, in West London. He was
very interested in drumming from a very
young age. Before he was given a drum
kit at the age of 14 by his parents, he
used to use a knife and fork or pieces of
woods to make beats. He used to play in
a band with the legendary Alexis Korner.
There he met Brian Jones, Mick Jagger,
and Eric Clapton, who were guest
musicians at that time.
Though he declined the rst offer to
join the newly formed band Rolling
Stones, he later joined in 1963. Soon the
band started topping charts all over the
world. Their best songs are ‘Lady Jane’,
‘Have You Seen Your Mother, Baby’,
‘Paint It Black’, ‘Get off My Cloud’, and
many more.
Though he was part of a rock and roll
band, he always loved jazz. And in the
1980s he established a jazz band called
Charlie Watts Orchestra. For their rst
show, the band performed at the

famous jazz clubRonnie Scott's in
London.
Watts leaves his legacy to his living
bandmates, Jagger, Richards, and
Wood. Many musicians have
expressed their grief at his death.
Elton John, Paul McCartney, Ringo
Starr, and many more sent their
condolences to Watts’ family and
bandmembers.
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Selena and
Camilo
have paired
up for their
latest track
'999' and
creating a
huge buzz
among fans
Iconic pop star Selena Gomez
has released her latest track ‘999’;
increasing the anticipation
among the listeners. The artist
has collaborated with Colombian
pop singer Camilo for this track.
Selena is looking divine in the
of cial music video with her
colorful hair and attire. Camilo
has also done a great job with his
amazing performance. The music
video has fantasy-esque touch in
it which makes it more intriguing
and enjoyable to watch.
Featured by a polychromatic
splashy music video, the track is
accompanied by the video
director Sophie Muller. The
organic ow and rhythm of the
track are represented with a
natural setting that churns out a
soft dreamy essence. Interpreting
the lyrics, a deep connection
could be found

sprawling off in an organic
manner. The latest single is
produced by Edgar Barrera who
is a Grammy and Latin Grammy
winner as well. A.C and Camilo
have co-produced the track
along with him.
Selena seemed to be quite
excited about the new
collaboration as the artist said,
“Camilo is a fantastic
songwriter and singer who
proudly wears his heart on his
sleeve which is something we
connected on immediately. I
couldn’t have been more
excited to collaborate with
him.”
Likewise, Camilo showed some
huge appreciation by saying,
“Working with Selena Gomez is
a tremendous honor and a huge
moment in my career.”
Making this track was a great
experience for him as he said,
“From the beginning, 999 was
written based on the color of
her voice, and it wouldn’t have
existed if it wasn’t for the dream
of this collaboration.” He
further added, “I’m very

excited and it means so much to
me to have this beautiful song,
with an artist whom I respect and
have followed for so long.”
Selena’s rst Spanish EP,
‘Revelación’ has garnered much
attention from the listeners
showed them her hold of the
language. The latest release of
‘999’ is spiking the excitement
even higher.
Selena as an in uencing artist
likes to dabble among all forms of
art. The artist is preparing herself
for the forthcoming lm ‘Spiral’. It
is a psychological thriller movie
where Drake has joined as an
executive producer.
Stay tuned for more updates on
Selena’s upcoming projects.
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continents which had compelled the mayor
of Dayton, Ohio in the USA to declare March
31 as Kumar Sanu Day. This is for the rstever time when an Indian singer had been
presented with such an honor.

Exclusive details about
the man who holds the
record for most
recordings in a day
The Indian lm and music industry holds records for multiple
achievements. One of them is the record for the maximum
number of recordings in a day. Veteran iconic singer Kumar
Sanu has an earned a lot of titles in the music industry and
amongst them, one of the most remarkable ones is for the
most recordings in a day! The famous singer has won the
Filmfare Best Male Playback Singer Award for ve consecutive
years and also has a title attached to his name in the Guinness
Book of World Records.
Kumar Sanu, the renowned Hindi singing artist holds the world
record holder for recording twenty-eight songs in a single day.
And so far, that record has remained untouched by any other
artist. As per the reports, the legendary singer was offered a
show in the US when the producers of many lms were worried
about his absence. In such a situation, Kumar Sanu started
recording the songs the very next day. Even before he knew it,
he had recorded 28 songs to complete the given task.

The singer holds the record since 1993 for
recording the maximum number of songs.
Born on 23rd September 1957 in Kolkata, he
was named Kedarnath Bhattacharjee. His
father Pashupati Bhattacharjee was a famous
classical singer and composer who had
spotted his son’s talent at a very early age.
When Kumar Sanu was young, his father had
trained him to sing classical music and also
play the tabla.
The iconic singer has bagged several Awards
that include:

The Padma Shri Award in 2009
India’s 4th highest civilian honor given by the
Government of India
Award for the Filmfare Best Male Playback
Singer for 5 consecutive years

Kumar Sanu won the Filmfare Best
Male Playback Award for the
following songs:
1990 : Ab tere bin jeelenge hum , Aashiqui
1991: Mera Dil Bhi Kitna Pagal Hai, Saajan
1992: Sochenge Tumhe Pyar, Deewana
1993: Yeh Kaali Kaali Aankhen, Baazigar
1994: Ek Ladki Ko Dekha, 1942: A Love Story
1994: Ek Ladki Ko Dekha, 1942: A Love StoryStar Screen Award
2000: Ankhoon ki Gustakiyan, Hum Dil De
Chuke Sanam- IIFA

It doesn’t just end here. The popular singer who has sung
in more than thirty Indian languages has an exclusive honor to
his name. Kumar Sanu’s popularity expands across the
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especially drawn towards their singles
collection album called science faire. His love
for their music was so much that he paid
tribute to his favorite band by naming his
own musical act by the same name as the
album. His sincerity and creative discipline
are such that it sets a benchmark of its own.
The production skills and melodic undulation
in his music are extremely raw and relatable
and hence, reach the audience's heart
instantly.

MUSICAL ACT THE SCIENCE FAIRE LED BY
ARTIST JAY PEÑA DELIVERS A MELODIC
AND PRODUCTION TRIBUTE
Musical act The Science Faire led by artist Jay Peña is
emerging as one of the best scopes of contemporary rock and
alternative music that the audience has seen.
The various concepts of music are derived from in uences
and inspirations that constantly add to the creative
accomplishments of music artists. The Science Faire is a
musical project led by artist Jay Peña. The soundscape is a
tribute to the rock band collective The Apples in stereo and
their captivating songs that have led to the artist’s personal
growth in the music eld. His music possesses a kind of
subtlety that exempli es rock music in a new light. The
audience gets intrigued by his natural motion and progression
that allow them to enjoy his music with utmost depth and
understanding. The lyrical and music course is compelling and
allows the listener to experience musical recreation better
than ever before. The artist was rst introduced to the music
of The Apples in stereo back in 1998 and there has been
no looking back since. He was

Music project The Science Faire led by artist
Jay Peña is based out of Visalia, California.
Making rock music that often resembles the
production cuts of alternative allows him to
penetrate a bigger range of audiences. Some
of his songs that de ne his creative circle and
soundscape include ‘De La Vina’, ‘Life
is Cherry’, ‘Broken Chairs’, and ‘Stutter
Mutter Pitter Patter’ among many others. All
these mentioned songs feature in his latest
Extended Play, Wax and Wane which opened
with much appreciation from the critics and
the audience. His latest single, ‘Blue’ adds yet
another feather to his creative cap as a
musician. His other album, ‘Wild Kindness’ is
a beautiful song collection that de nes his
soundscape with the right balance of creative
and emotional depth.
Artist Jay Peña is embarking upon a journey
of limitless musical accomplishments that
will send him to the global peak of the
relevant industry. His musical fest comprises
some of the most captivating elements in the
scope of rock as he continues to expand his
stream accomplishing bigger feats. Listen to
his incredible musical lineage in the making
by following him on Spotify, Instagram,
YouTube, and Apple Music.
Check him out on Spotify:
https://open.spotify.com/artist/7pRtogvkl8ke
6ivYGY4SyB
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The New Song ‘Hero’ by
Upcoming Hip Hop Artist and
Rapper That Kid J The Don
Exempli es Modern Poetry

Hip hop artist and rapper That Kid J
The Don is presenting a compelling
scope of thematic and lyrical
assurance with the verses of his newly
released track, ‘Hero’.
Upcoming music artist That Kid J The
Don recently came out with the single,
‘Hero’ that represents contemporary
hip hop and rap in all its creative glory.
The song exempli es one of the best
examples of modern-day hip hop that
paves the way for the future evolution
of the genre. The artist forms an outlet
of creative, musical, and cultural
motivation through the bold and
spontaneous lyrics of the track. His
performance is incredible as he takes
his

audience along a journey of
complete bliss and relatability.
The soundscape is an entity of its
own extracting avors from
different spaces of music and
thematic inspiration. He is paving
the way for a new-age hip hop
saga that will lead everyone
towards a course of complete
ful llment. The song is positive in
its own ways and establishes a
sense of motivation and
optimism among the audience.

but also introduces the audience to
the endless world of different
artistic goals. Some of his other
songs include, ‘Nightmares’, ‘Run
It UP’, ‘Rip Em’, and ‘Soul Search’
all of which emerge with a creative
streak of their own. He is currently
associated with the label The Don
Enterprise LLC that allows him to
explore new musical ideas and
themes. Some of the artists that he
is most inspired by are DMX, Nas,
and Eminem. He deals with themes
such as personal loss and mental
health that make his content
resonate with the common man.
Artist That Kid J The Don is
currently working on his project, I
WILL LET THE POET SPEAK which
is the sequel to I Can Let The Poet
Speak. His upcoming works have
his fans anticipating with bated
breath. His music is also
instrumental in inspiring and
nurturing other artists within the
same creative circle. His lyrics are
the most prominent components
of his music leading each of his
songs into completing the creative
circle. Follow him for more music
on YouTube and Instagram.

Hailing from Brooklyn, New York
City, artist Julian George
perceives music from a deep
degree of understanding. The
song, ‘Hero’ not only allows him
to expand his own soundscape
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Legendary
Indian Singer
Asha Bhosle
Holds a World
Record
Acknowledged
by Guinness
Book
Singer Asha Bhosle is a legendary
name in not just her country,
India but worldwide. The
versatility of her voice is iconic
and has touched numerous
hearts. In 2006, she con rmed
that she has of cially recorded
over 12,000 songs. This gure was
repeated by many other reliable
sources. Then in 2011, she was
of cially acknowledged by the
Guinness Book of World Records
as the most recorded artist in
music history. The songstress
created a world record that adds
a big feather to her cap. The
honor was previously earned by
Asha Bhosle’s elder sister, The
Nightingale of India,
LataMangeshkar between the
years 1974 and 1991. When the
prestigious baton was of cially
passed down to her sister, the
glory and celebrations knew no
bounds. The Guinness of cials
were elated to con rm the news
and the new title in her name.
According to several reports, her
fans have been demanding the
true acknowledgment of this title
for about 10 years. According to a
statement

released by the of cial jury at
Guinness, Asha Bhosle became
the record holder along with a
certi cate for recording the
most number of songs. These
songs span an approximate
11,000 in number that includes
duet, chorus, and solo songs
across 20 languages from the
time she started her career in
1947. The award function was
held in London. Upon receiving
the news, the singer thanked
VishwasNerulkar for
documenting her career and
being the main system behind
this accomplishment. Asha
Bhosle’s career spans over 70
years and she is one of the best
and most in uential singers in
the history of Hindi cinema. She
started her career back in 1943
and has been a part of over a
thousand movies as a singer.
She is also the holder of the
prestigious Dadasaheb Phalke
Award that was bestowed upon
her in 2000. She also received
the Padma Vibhushan in the
year 2008. Her versatility as a
singer is evident in the different
kinds of songs that she has
pursued over the years. Her
famous soprano range is one of
the most

credited features of her singing
style. She has actively sung across
genres include commercial lm
songs, pop, bhajans, ghazals, folk,
Indian classical, Bengali
RabindraSangeet, and more. After
conquering her music career, she
also debuted as an actor with the
movie Mai for which she received
superior critical acclaim. She
continues to be an inspiration to
the Indian pop culture with her
legacy and evergreen charisma
although she is 87 years young!
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